In this time and place, change is eternal and development continuous. The bar that a while ago
seemed impossible to reach, not to mention surpass, soon becomes nothing but routine.
In the future, new heights await – while adapting to the inevitable, the smartest ones can come
up with ways to turn even this challenge into a groundbreaking opportunity.
The best way to achieve that is to lead from the front.

Exceed Evo+
With Moventas Orbit™ Bearing Solution.

Going Beyond 200+
Torque Density

ACCESS

Gain access to the leading torque density technology roadmap. Benefit of modular
flexibility and speed to meet the time-to-market demands of wind technology. Exceed
Evo+, with its tailor-made scalability, brings together existing field-tested technology
and maximized efficiency.

APQP4WIND READY
Moventas product development and manufacturing are fully aligning with APQP4Wind
guidelines, making technology partnerships efficient and cost effective.
Exceed Evo+ is the result of our first 40 years of commitment to you.
Next Generation

STAGE UPGRADES
▶

Moventas Orbit™ Bearing
Solution

▶

Optimized number of
planet gears

▶

High quality materials

▶

High strength planet
carrier

LIFETIME VALUE WITH EVO+
The Moventas Orbit™ Bearing Solution, with a calculated bearing
lifetime of up to 40-years, brings the total gearbox lifecycle value
to a whole new level. A compact space envelope conforming size
combined with higher load carrying capacities and maximized
reliability and performance. Exceed Evo+ brings you Moventas’
unique engineering experience and know-how to your drivetrain.
The Exceed technology platform places emphasis on agility and
validated technologies to best support current and upcoming
turbine classes. Global sourcing and manufacturing options, better
cost value and supply chain optimization keep you geared for new
energy.

Exceed Evo+

Exceed Evo

BRINGING WIND POWER CLOSER, FOR EVERYONE.
A compact form factor, smart material and modular choices,
and manufacturing optimization, offer wind projects the cost
leverage to bring down the levelized cost of energy.
With the Exceed technology platform, and its latest member
Exceed Evo+, Moventas offers the technology and vision
that anticipates market needs and customer requirements without limiting innovation.
It is our mission to best serve our customers and partners; to
provide validated solutions; and to offer reliable, high quality,
and value adding products to the wind industry.
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